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Batch File Replace is an easy-to-use software that allows you to rename multiple files (up to the number of CPU cores you are using) simultaneously. What's
New in this Version Version 1.06 - 21.05.2017: Fixed: Not recognized as an installer on Windows 8 (Sorry) Version 1.05 - 22.04.2017: Fixed: Not

recognized as an installer on Windows 8 What's New in this Version: Version 1.04 - 12.04.2017: Improved: It's now possible to save and load several
search/replace rules, while also allowing you to define their order for later execution. Version 1.03 - 12.04.2017: Improved: There are now 2 types of
search/replace pairs available: String-like pairs, that allows plain text, and RegEx-based pairs, which can be formatted into the required search pattern

through the use of Regular Expressions (RegEx). Version 1.02 - 06.04.2017: Fixed: Fixed issues with searching for empty files Version 1.01 - 03.04.2017:
Improved: Searches/Replaces for files and folders with a specified extension are now executed faster and also allows you to specify the default extension to

be used when this extension is not recognized. Version 1.00 - 03.04.2017: Initial release System Requirements: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32-bit/64-bit)
Processor: Intel Pentium II-III - PIII/1GHz and higher RAM: 128Mb Video: OpenGL 1.5 DirectX: 9.0 Input: DirectInput and DirectInput9 Network:

DirectX9 Font: Courier Hard Drive: 500Mb Additional Notes: Supported Languages: English Main features: Batch File Replace is a 100% free software
package with no limitations in usage, so you can install as many instances of the tool as you need. It can work with hundreds of files and there is no need to

have the processing done on the local machine, since it's possible to share this using shared network folders. You can
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Renaming Multiple Files at Once Search & Replace Support for Regular Expressions (regex) for Filenames Triggering the processing of files from different
locations Batch file processing of files Self-explanatory Windows GUI KEYMACRO Download Batch File Replace Overview Main Features Filtering Hex

Editor Automatic renaming Manual renaming Searching by Regex Processing of Files Log Viewer File Processing History File Processing Log File
Processing Log Viewer Extra Features Supports multiple processors Fast data processing Fast search & replace Automatic renaming of files Manual

renaming of files Searching & Replacing by Regex Scheduling of files for processing Triggering files for processing at certain times File processing on
scheduled days File Processing from different locations Using wildcards with search & replace File processing on scheduled days File processing on

scheduled days File processing on scheduled days File Processing on scheduled days File Processing on scheduled days File Processing on scheduled days
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Easy to use and understand Single-click to rename multiple files Unlimited number of searches & replace pairs Supports wildcards, which means you don't
have to enter the whole file name You can also process just selected files Supports hex editors (CMD, Regex, HexVista, SED, Notepad++ etc) Record of
processes for easy monitoring Supports renaming with both UTF-8 and ANSI encoding Supports NT, 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Supports Unicode text
Supports long file names Supports Unicode text in hex editor (ex: SED) Supports Unicode text in Notepad++ Supports Unicode text in HexVista (ex:
EditPlus) Supports Unicode text in Regex Supports batch renaming process Unlimited memory usage Supports Linux, Mac, Unix and Windows Batch File
Replace Features: Simultaneous file renaming Renaming multiple files in one click Search for specific characters or strings and replace them Complete
renaming controls including UTF-8 and ANSI encoding, Unicode support Supports for long file names Supports UTF-8 and ANSI encoding Supports
Unicode text Supports for batch renaming process Supports for Linux, Mac, Unix and Windows Supports regular expressions Supports for hex editor (ex:
CMD, Regex, HexVista, SED, Notepad++ etc) Supports Unicode text Supports for long file names Supports Unicode text in hex editor (ex: SED) Supports
Unicode text in Notepad++ Supports for wildcard character Supports for hex editor (ex: EditPlus) Supports Unicode text in Regex Supports batch renaming
process Supports memory usage Some screenshots: License: Batch File Replace is distributed under GNU General Public License v3.0. Batch File Replace
for Linux Batch File Replace for Mac OS X Source code: Batch File Replace is written in C++, uses the QT framework. The source code is available as zip
file, in the form of source code and compiled binaries. Batch File Replace download See also List of file archivers Comparison of file archivers References
External links Category:File archivers

What's New In Batch File Replace?

Batch File Replace is an easy-to-use software application that allows the simultaneous renaming of multiple files. It manages to accomplish this through the
built-in hex editor allows for easy entry of binary data to search & replace bytes. Using the hex editor you can perform multiple replacements easily by
entering plain-text or RegEx-based search-replace pairs via manual input or importing them from external files. Batch File Replace lets you set how many of
your CPU cores are used for processing, allowing thousands of files to be renamed when the number of cores is high enough. More so, you don't have to sit
in front of your screen while the process is under way, since the task can also be scheduled, triggered by certain events, while also being accessible in console
mode or from the Windows Explorer menu. You don't lose tracks of your file's past names, since you have access to different processing logs which are
available in both user interface and log files. Besides renaming, Batch File Replace can also be used for file search using regular expressions and will enable
you to use wildcards for search and replace operations. Screenshots: ![]( ![]( ![]( ![]( ![]( ![]( ![]( ![]( ![]( ![]( ![](
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System Requirements For Batch File Replace:

This addon does not work properly on OSX 10.5.x and above, due to conflicts with Apple's UNIX tools (grep, sed, awk, etc.). You may use the patched
version of grep, sed, and awk available at This addon is only compatible with the official CSLU beta release of 10.2.0, and only in version 10.2.0 and higher.
You may download the beta at https
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